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POLARIZATION IN THE ELASTIC SCATTERING OF DEUT1!:RONS 
FROM COMPLEX NUCLEI IN THE ENERGY REGION 94 TO 157 Mev • 

. John Baldwin, Owen Chamberlain, Emilio Segre", 
Robert Tripp, Clyde Wiegand, and Thomas Ypsilantis 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Pbyeice 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

April 27, 1956 

ABSTRACT 

The elastic double scattering of deuterons by complex nuclei has been in

vestigated experimentally. Measurements were made on carbon,::alluninum, 

and copper near 157 Mev, on lithiwn, beryllium, and carbon near 125 Mev, 

e1nd on carbon and aluminum at 94 Mev. The expected tensor components of 

the deuteron polarization have not been found. Measurements havt) been made 

of the differential cross section and vector-type polarization as a function of 

angle. The observed polarizations were found to be larger than would be 

expected on the basis of the individual nucleon-nucleus interactions. 
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POLARIZATION IN THE ELASTIC SCATTERING OF DEUTERONS 
FROM COMPLEX NUCLEI IN THE ENERGY REGION 94 TO 157 Mev. 

John Baldwin, Owen Chamberlain; Emilio Segre, 
Robert Tripp, Clyde Wiegand, and Thomas Ypsilantis 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Phyeics 
. University of California, Berkeley, California 

April Z.7, 1956 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Both in its experimental and theoretical features, the double scattering 

of deuterons is more complicated than nucleon-nucleus double scattering. 

The second-scattered intensity of nuCleons may be described by but one· 

parameter in addition to the unpolarized cross section--namely the polar

izatian. For deuterons, however, becanee they have spin l, four additional 

parameters may in principle be measured. The theoretical treatment of 

deuteron scattering must of necessity entail more approximations than that 

for protans because the deuteron is not an "elementary" particle. The 

problem is further complicated by the existence of both "~and D states in the 

deuteron wave function. 

In spite of the theoretical difficulties, the results of the experiments should 

lead to a bettet- understanding of the nature of the spin-orbit interaction1 which 

ie assumed to give rise to polarization phenomena, and of the ene:tgy dependence 

of the nucleon-nucleus interaction. Z. 

The results .of some earlier deuteron experiments at this laboratory have 

been reported in the Physical Review3 ~ Lakin 4 has given a theoretical discussion 

of deuteron double scattering. Stapp, 5 using a formaliSm different !rom that of 

1 
r.· E. Fermi, Nuovo Cimento !!.• 407 (1954). 

Z R. M. Sternheimer, Phys. Rev. 100, 8$6 (1955). 
3 

Chamberlain, Segre, Tripp, Wiegand, and Yp.silantis, Phys. Rev • .2!• 1104 (1954). 
4 · W~ Lakin, Phys. Rev. 98, 139 (1,955). 
s -
· H. P. Stapp, "The Theory and Interpretation of Polarization Phenomena in 

Nuclear Scattering" (Thesis), UCRL-3098, Aug. 1955. 
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· · La}tiilf h.a$ made a.n a.ttemp~ to ~it aome of the p-r~.sent data. He haa d)neidered 
' . • ~ . I . ' . 

·. ·:- _,. · tlrst and second Born a.ppr~~tli.m..s as well ·a• couttibuttons d1.1e .to _th-e _presence 

'- o( p sbttit in the deuteron wn.ve fu.ucti-o~. 

T~-~~gbout this paper th~ ~ymb~l ® b ~se·d tQ denote .the (polar) scatter

intJ; a,ngl!! a.a -m:~a.eure~ in_ ~he' lab():ratory system.--~~ e for that measured in -
- _the centet-of~~~iJ& system. · · ,._ . 
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ilo THEORETICAL 

In this section we recapitulate the theory o£ the spin polarization of the 

deuteron given by Lakin. 4 

The polarization state of a beam of nucleons can be completely specified 

by the statistical expectation values of four linearly independent matrices in 

the two-dimensional spin-space of the nucleon. These matrices. are usually 

chosen to be the unit matrix. l, and the Pauli spin matrices, u , u , and 
. X y 

u z" By a proper choice of coordinates, the polarization state of the beam may · 

be described by the expectation values of only two of the four matrices, namely 

1 and u • In the spin-space of thedeuteron there are nine linearly independent · z . 
matrices. Again, the proper choice of coordinate axes allows us to specify 

the polarization state of a beam of deuterons by the expectation val\les of live 

of these nine. ·Lakin constructs a convenient complete set of nine 3 x 3 matrices 

from the unit matrix. 1, and the cartesian components of the unit-angular-mo

mentum operator in matrix representation. Sx• Sy• and Sz• in a manner similar 

to the formation of the eperical harmonics from 1, x, y, and-.z. These operators 

are denoted by T JM and are defined as: 

Too = 1,1 - . . 
T 11 = - z.JJ' (Sx + i Sy)' 

(3) 1/Z · 
:T 10 = t'! · S z' 

(Z.l) 

T zz = i 4~ (Sx + i Sy)2, 

T, 1 = • .!,.-11(3' f<s + i S.) S + S (S + i S )j , 
"' -£ .,_ X Y' Z Zi X y · 

J and M are simply parametet's that number the matrices and have nothing to 

do with the angular momentum of the system. 
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· Let us den~te by IT JM\ the quantum mechanical expectation value of T JM \ v 
averaged over the particles of a beam. For a beam of unpolarized deuterons, 

• all the. <T JM) are zero except (Too) , the normalization • .If we scatter a 

beam of unpolarized deuterons and examine the portion of the scattered flux in 

the neighborhood of some mean scattering angle, we should expect this "beam" 

to be cha:racterised by some nonzero (T JM ) , which would, of course, be 

functions,'cl.the· scattering angle. · ' · 

Consider the following double-scattering experiment. A beam of unpolarized 

deuterons ie incident upon target No. 1, ;.ith an initial propagation vector ~li 
(where the momentum of a pat';ticle is p = 11 lth Let that portion of the scattered 

·' . ' \iN" \NO' . 

flux .near some final propagation vect:or: JtH be incident upon a target No. 2. Let 

us measure the second s~ttered flux near some final propagation vector, :1.\u 
(the initial eecond-~Scattering propagation vector, I at :;; !:u• neglecting energy 

loss in the targets). If one se~s up, £or the second scattering, a right-handed 

coordinate system whose z axis is along JE.u and: whose y axis is: along ,the ~o;r,mal, n 1' 

to the first scattering plane {~A = ~li x !u)• then, as Lakin shows, the second-· 

scatte:red intensity is given by . . · . 

+ Z ( T /\ (. T \ cos lcp l . '\ zz 1 22/ z .(2' .• 2) 

The index on T indicates that the paramete~ is characteristic of either the . ~M • . 
'· first or second scattering. The angle ~ between the no.rmals to the t:wo .~,::atteriug 

' 4 •. 

planes is given by Rl · ,&2 = n 1 n.2 cos cp; 10 is the unpolarized differential-

scattering cross section for the second scattering. 

. It is shown that if the first scattering does produce any nonzero <§) •. it is 

directed along the y axis. From Eq. (Z.l) we note that (T 11) is pure imaginary 

(that is (T u) = -(i/Z) /3 (Sy) ), and the (T ZM) are all real. · 

6 Note that the sign of .the (T 2 ~ term is incorrect in Lakin1s paper. 
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We shall refer to i (T 11) as the vector polarization since it is the expecta

tion value of the y-component of the vector S. The ( T zJ are referred to as 
~ . 

components of the tensor polarization, since the T 2M are compounded from the. 

elements o£ the second-rank tensor si sj" . 

Let us attempt to apply the impulse approximation 1' 8• 9· to a model similar 

to that used by Fermi 1 in connection with scattering o£ nucleons. If we assume 

charge independence, the interaction of a proton with a nucleus is identical to 

that of a neutron. We also assume that the Hamiltonian may be written: 

H = T l + T z + Ud(r lZ) + V ~1•l_t• .!.l) + V ~· !J.• J:_z), (2.3) 

where 1 and Z label the neutron and proton of the deuteron, T is the kinetic 

energy operator,· r 11 =1..:,1 ... .!.zl is the separation of the nucleons of the deuteron, 

ud (r 1 z) is the interaction between the nucleons of the deuteron, a.nd v is the 

interaction of a nucleon with the target nucleus. We then write H = H0 +Hl' where 

lio = T 1 + T z + ud (r1z•• 

H 1 = V(l) + V(Z). (Z.4) 

. The initial and final wave functions may be written 

~i = exp e !1 • i t:l + £-l.U F (rlz) 'x ;ni, 
(Z.5) 

· ~f = exp G !f · · i ~-1 + !zU F (rlZ) xr;'f~ 
F (r lZ) is the deuteron ~ve function (assumed to be pure S-state) and x ~ is 

the 3-component spinor of unit angular momentum with magnetic quantum number 

m. In the Born approximation, the aca.ttering matrix Md is given as the matrix 

element of H 1 connecting the initial and final eigenstates of H0 • 

Md = - 4:1 ;:.!I d,!:z r• exp f i_!f • i !!1 +.rz"D [!'(II +vIZ!) 

• exp [i !i · -} <!1 + rE.zB F, (Z.6) 

7 . 
G. F. Chew, Phys. Rev. 80, 196 (1950); G. F. Chew and G. C. Wick. Phys. -

Rev. !!• 636 (195Z) •. 

8 . G. F. Chew. Phys. Rev. 74, 809 ( 1948). -9 K. A. Brueckner, Phye. Rev~ 89. 834 (1953). -
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where IJ.d is the deuteron reduced mass. Let us write V as a central potential 

plus a spin-orbit term: 

(Z.7) 

, where -Kc is 1/Z ,.. times the nucleon Compton wave length, and is introduced 

so that Y has dimensions of energy. We then obtain for the scattering matrix 

the expressi(:m 

(Z.S) 

where ilK. is the momentum transfer of the whole deuteron in the c. m. system,. 

K =}i-f -~ I = Z k sin 8 /Z, and f(K) is the sticking £actor. 
8 

In the Born appro xi

mation gd· and hd are given by 

(Z.9) 
z z ( .~-z \ ,,. . -i K .; r' . 

hd(K,k) = i ~- k sin 9 - · ... ,_·_ f,J .• dr e ~ w-- Y (r). 
' c '~1f".fl) ) ~ 

The scattering matrix describing the Scattering of free nucleons by the potential 
V of Eq. (Z.7} ia . .. . 

M . = g (K) + h (K, k) a ~ n. 
n n n liN w--. 

(Z.lO} 

In the Born approximation ·in and hn are given by 

(Z.ll) 

Comparison of Eqs. (Z.9) and (Z.ll) shows that we ma.y express the elements of the 

deuteron-scattering matrix, .Eq. (Z.8), in terms of the elements of the nucleon--:. 

scattering rrtatrix Eq. (Z.lO) at the same momentum transfer: 

. ,, 
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gd (K) = - in (K), 
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(Z.lZ) 

Latea- we will compare the predictions of the above approximation with our 

experimental results. We will estimate ~ (K) and hn (K, kn)' using the . 

results of proton-nucleus scattering experiments. In the scattering of de·uteron$ 

of momen~~ kd' the nucleons that compose the deuteron interact with the 

target nucleus at an average momentum kn = kd/Z. (This is smeared out because 

ofthe internal~ momentum of the deateron.) In making our comparison, then, 

we must use proton experiments at an energy about half that of the associated 

deuteron results. 

Lakin shows that Eq. (Z.8) yields 

Io = l ~ lgdl z + (Z/3)1 hd I~· 

10 i (T l~ =,J- l (g~ hd + gd h~), 

. Io (Tzl) = o. 

{Z.l3) 

Equations (Z.lZ) and (Z.l3) enable us to express the parameters character

izing deuteron-nucleus double scattering in terms of the proton-nucleus ~:Cattering 

matrix at the same center-of-mass momentum transfer, K •. We refer to them 

again in the discussion of the results. 
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Ill. EXPERIMENTAL 

The e,cperimental arrangement was similar to that used £or the double 

scattering of protons, described by Chamberlain et al. 10 

A. . PolariZed beam 

·. The 165·Mev polarized deuteron beam was obtained by scattering the 190-

Mev internal circulating deuteron beam from a target (target No. 1) inside the 
. ' . ~ . 

. 184-inch cyclotron vacuum tatlk. The particle'-scattered o.utward were deflttcted. 

in the (ringing field of the cyClotron. Those particles which were scattered at 

a suitable angle passed through an aperture in the vacuum tank into an evacuated 

exit tube. The beam e~tered the experimental area (cave) through a 46-inch-

.long tubular c!)llimator (snf)ut collimator). The first s~attering was done from 

po~ition a of,~g. 1. Calculations indicated that deuterons scattered at an 

· · angle of 17° would reach the exit tube. After the cyclotron had been shut down 

· for conversion, however, measurements made with a mechanical analogue 

orbit plotter determin~d the first-ecattering angle to be 16 iJ:: 0~5°. The error 

in. the first scattering angle corresponding to a 1/Z-inch! radial error in target 

pos_ition wa~ determined to be about 1°. 
B.. Enersy Degradation 

To obtain the 133- and 100-Mev beams· it was necessary to degrade the full

energy pola.rized beam. The degradation was done inside the vacuum tank by 

placing beryllium bricks at position A· of Fig. 1. Beryllium was used to mini

mize ·intensity loss due to multiple scattering. The change of beam polarization 

due to the de gradation process has been calculated by WoUenstein 11 and shown to 

~ negligible. We have also considered the possibility that, owing to the changed 

"l'l').agneti9 rigidity o£ the particles after they have passed through the degrader, 

the exit tube might accept particles whose first-scattering angle is different 

from the assumed one~ Calculations indicate that this effect is als.o small. An 

experimental check using the polarized proton beam has been .performed 1 Z and 

seems to confirm the expectation that the polarization of the degraded beam is 

substantially the same as that of the full-energy beam. 

IO Chambedain, · Segre, Tripp, Wiegand, and Ypsibmtie, "Experiments with 

315-Mev Polarized Protons. I. Elastic Scattering by Complex Nuclei," Phys. 

Rev. (in press). 

11 L. Wolfenstein, Pbys. Rev. 1!• 1664 (1949). 

lZ Fischer and Baldwin, Phys. Rev. 100, 1445 (1955). -· 
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C. Apparatus 

To measure the scattered intensity a 3-counter telescope was used. These 

counters were called Counters 1, land 3, number 1 being defining and closest 

to the target. A variable copper absorber was put between Counters 1 and l. 

A small fixed absorber was sometimes inserted between Counters Z and 3. The 

coincidence circuit used was capable of making simultaneously, 1-Z-3 and 1-Z 

coincidences. In aU the runs a snout collimator of circular cross section .. W.as used in 

order to obtain a beam with high azimuthal symmetry. A l-inch-diameter colli· 

mator was used wbett possible, in order to obtain good angular and energy 

resolution. However, on the low·energy experiments we used a Z-incJil-diameter 

collimator in order to obtain sufficient beam intensity. 

D. Counting Procedure 

For each polar angle 9 and aitimuthal angle 4>, three counting rates were 

D\easured •. These eonshted of ''target in," 11target out,'' and accidental coinci

dence counting ra,tes_. The accidental rate was measured with the target in 

place and with a time delay equal to the cyclotron rf pulse repetition time 

.introduced into the circuit of counter No. 1. This rate was generally negligible. 

The counting rate due to the target,J (Ql, +)• 13 was obtained through the relation 

.J. (&, cp) = (target in) - (target out).· (accidental). 

The counting rates were used to derive three quantities. · Th~se are: 

(a) The coefficient of cos q, in .the angular distribution, denoted bye: 

e (O) = J) (6, 0°) - j; ($,. 180°) 

. ..J (9, Q.~) + I~<?,. J~Oq~. 

(b) The coefficient of cos Z4>, denoted by B: 

(3.1) : 

(3.Z) 

B (O) = U<e. 0°) + J<e. tso0
)] - (j(e, 90°) + ~(e, Z70°)} ~ ( 3•3) 

~)(&, 0°) + J(Q, 180°)] + [J (Cii>, 90~) + J(~, Z70°)] 

13 ' In general, we use the symbol·..!/ to denote a scattered intensity, and the 

syrnboll £or.a differential scattering cross section. In cases where the dis

. tinction is unimportant, we use the symbol I interchangeably. 
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(c) ·The average counting rate~ denoted by J : 

-:J (<;)) = i ~(e, 0°) + ·J(e, 90°) + j(9, 1so0
·) + J(e, Z7~0>l· (3.4) 

;..> 

Since the first scattering is to the left, .p = 0° is de lined as· scattering to the . 

· .. left, ~ = 90°-is scattering up, etc. 

' ?e angular distribution observed With an unpolari•ed -beam is -called]
0

(Cb)). 

The ~iecond scattered a~gular diepoibution is eX;pressed in'Aerms of the experi

m.ental parameters a., B, e andJ 0 as 

J = J0 [1 + a.·+ e cos cj) + :e cos z q, 1• (3.5) 
-· 

and in terms of theoretical parameters by Eq. (Z.Z). E;q,licitly, the correspondence 

between the theoretical and experimental parameters is 

(3.6) 

The measurement of 0. required two separate experiments, one with a 

polarized beam and one with an unpolarized beam. For a polarized beam we 

have 

J P = t/4 GJto0 > + ~(9o0> + Jtlao0
) + J_(z7o

0 0 = ~o u +a.), (3.7) 

and for an unpolarized beam, 

(3.8) 

Thus (3.9) 
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In order to .make the two experiments as similar as possible, special pre-

)' cautions were taken. The s.ame target and telescope absorber were used in 

both measurements. The unpolarized beam bad a higher energy and smaller 

energy spread than the polarized beam. To rectify this, a carbon wedge was 

placed in the beam at position A of Fig. 1. Bragg-curve measurements 14 

determined the polarized beam energy as 165 o:t: 3.1 Mev and the degraded 
. " 

. ,, .. 

. . ~ . 

:.· .... 

l • .... • 

. ~·', . 

r 

''· 

unpolarized beam energy as 165 .:t i.s ~ev. A copper, rather than a carbon, 
w . 

first target was used in the hope that the smaller diffraction pattern would 

result in larger (T zo) at the £ir$t scattering angle. 

E. Angular ResolutiOn : ' . · 

The geometrical angular resolution was computed by folding together the 
. . 

effects of a circular aper,t.o:;;re:~ due to the beam size and a rectangular aperture· 

due to the defining counter •. The effect of multiple Coulomb scattering was 

taken ,from Millburn and Schecter. 15 The total angular r-e;$.ol~tion was obtained 

by taking the ~quare root of the sum of the. squares of the two rms angles. 

The results agreed reasonably well with the va1·ues obh.ined experimentally by 

sweepb1g the counters through the beam • 

F. Beam Polarization 

In the Appendix we discuss the effect that the magnetic fields encountered 

by the polarized beam have on the beam polarization. There is no effect on 

the vector pola~ization. i (T 11) • The fields do, however, produce a mixing 

( T lM) • From J£q. (A.l) we see that for the conditions of this experiment the 

. effect is small and can be neglected • 

,The only nonzero (T jM) we have unco\'ered are related to the asymmetry· 

by the second :···of · Eqs:~. (3.6). If one performed an eltperiment in which the 

pOlarized beam was deflected, through a large angle by means of a magnetic. 

field, he could determine how much of e was produced by ( T 21) and how much, 

by i ( T 11) • Such an experiment was .net done because of the extremely large , · 

deflections required. It ia therefore impossible to disentangle, in the measured 
,, .-,1., 

14 Chamberlain, Segrc!', and Wiegand, Pbys. Rev. !!• 9Z3 (1951). 

15 ' 
Millburn and Schecter, "Graphs o£ RMS Multiple Scattering Angle and Range 

Straggling for High-Energy Charged Particles," UCRL-2234, Jan. 1954;, 

.:: 
i ,, 
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asymmetry, the param.eter~ cbal'acterizing the first and second scatterings • 

.., We would like to go further than simply listing .the observed asymmetries and 

to this end we shall· make the heuristic assumption that ·,., ·; t<T z l) ~ < < 1 

at the angle of the first scattering. This allows us to say (.T 21) 1 (T 21) z: 0. 

The following considerations support this asswnption. The first Born approxi

mation predicts (T 21 ) ~ 0. Th~ more extensive calculations by Stapp5 indicate 

that (T zt) should be small compared with i (T u)· The experiment reported 

here shows that the other (T ZM) are small. ConsiStent with this assumption, 

the asymmetry may now be written ~s 

(3.10) 

We .now ha\fe a relation that looks very similar to that applying to spin 1/Z particles, 

in which e ~epends on the product of a number characteristic of the beam multi

plied by another characteristic of the target. We may now speak of a beam 

polarization· (referring to the value of i (T 11) characterizing the beam) a~d list 

values of i (T 
11

) for va~ious ~rgets, energiee,p.nd .scattering angles. · · 

Because, at the time these experiments were being done we did not know the 

· correct angle of first scattering,· the data contain only one experiment of identical 

double scattering. This was from aluminum. The polarizations of all other· 

·beams were derived from this measurement. These values agree fairly well 

with those arrived at by interpolation. The beam-polarization statistics have· 

been included in the error a~eigned to the tab~ated values of i (T 11 ) . Tbese 

are consequently larger than they should haYe been. 

One. other poin-t should 'be mentiot'ted. The pblarized proton beam was usually 

obtained by scattering at - 10° from Be. The polarization changes about 4.5o/o per 

degree in this region. In the deuteron experiments. we most commonly used C 

at 1(,
0 where i (T 11) is changing about 15.5o/o per degree. This makes the 

deuteron results more strongly dep·endent upon errors in first-target position, 

cyclotron main field, etc. 

G. Discussion of Uncertainties 

T~ absolute values of 10 are uncertain to about ZO%. This ie chiefly due 

to the uncertainties contained in the extrapolation of the counting rate to zero 

absorber and the slope of the voltage plateaus. Because of the preponderance 
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of inelastic scattering at large angles, the tabulated values of 10 must there 

.\i be interpreted as, at best, upper limits to the true "alues of the elastic cross 

sections. The errors quoted are derived from counting statistics alone. 

The asymmetries found with the unpolarized beam in the a. experiment 

can be used to malte an estimate of the systematic error in e in the follo\1ring 

.#: way. Let ue assume that the asymmetries calculated from the unpolarized 

data are due to small misalignment errors. If we define 

. d 
~(®) = C1'ii" 1? 10 (®). 

' ' . z ' 
then, to first order and for e < < 1, the error .O.e .produced in the aeymmet:l'y 

by an angulat misalignment o(ijl is given by oe = f369. From the asymmetries. 

observed with the unpolarized beam we compute (69) . ':' 0.14°. Usi~g this . rms 
value of (68),. we obtain values of·(Se) = ~(6@) · for our data. These 

~ems · rms rms 
are listed in Table l. 

One inay also compute values of B for the unpolarized beam. These are 

listed in Table II. Four of the eight measured are greater than their statistical 

uncertainties, the worst being about 1.7 times its uncertainty. Thus we are 

inclined to believ.e that in the experiments. with the polarized beam we have 

observed no values of B inconsistent with zero. 
' ' 

The o. experiment depends critically on matching the beam energies and 

energy spreads of the polarized and unpolarized deuteron beams. Although\:: 

the counting rate due to elastic scattering should be indepen4ent o£ small vari

ations of beam energy, that due to inelastic scattering is not. Cr.ude estimates 

of the inelastic contamination at ® = 17° indicate that a disparity in beam energies 

of 1 Mev can give rise to an error of O.OZ in a.. It is reasonable to suppose that 

·drift in the steering .. m.agnet field and main cyclotron field could give rise to a 

change in beam energy of at least O.S M'ev. Thus. the experimental results are 
. . ~ 

consistent With o. = 0. 
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Table I 

• - .;. 'tl 

Eet1mate of rms systematic error in as~metry. E is the beam energy. ,.. 
E Tgt. e (o e)rms E Tgt. e (6 e)rm& 

(Mev) No. Z (Mev) No. Z 

165 c 9 0.084 

I 
100 c· 4 0.104 

10 0.069 7 0.061 

11 0.065 10 0.030 

14. 0.041 14 0.067 

11 0.029 18 0.010 

18 O.OZ9 '. '·' 
zz 0.009 

zo o.ozs Z6 o.ozs 
24 o.ozs 30 o.ozz 

. ~ ' 

·' .~.. ' : 

Z8 o.ozs 
1+-

34 0.019 
.. .. _ --~ ..... .... 

I 
Al 8 0.07Z Al 4 O.Z07 

1Z · 0.032 7 0.076 

16 O.OZ1 10 0.062 

18 0.035 14 0.023 

20 0.04Z 18 0.000 

Z4 0.023 Z2 . 0.031 

Z8 O.OZ3 26 0.014 

3Z O.OZ3 30 0.015 --. ~ ~ A• 

Cu 17 O.OZ6 34 0.021 

I Zl . 0.034 I zs O.OZ7 

133 c 4 0.056 

7 0.049 

10 0.049 

14 0.040 I . 18 0.011 

zz o.ozs I 
~ 

Z6 0.025 I 
I 

30 o.ozs i 
1 

Be 14 O.OZl l 

f 18 O.OZ7 

zz 0.030 I 
Z6 0.016 
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Table-11 

Values of B observed with unpolarized beam 

Tgt. I B' 
c 9 0 .. 0013 :S: .ooss 

11 0.0049 :1: .0088 

17 0.0088 * .. 0095 

17 0.0135 •• 0087 

Cu 17 0.0114 ¢ .0078 

.17 . o.oos6 :~: .ooaz 

Zl o.oo6s :t: .oa. to 

Z5 0.0197 * .0117 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF .RESULTS 

The result~ appear in Tables lll and IV and in Figs. Z through 8. Beam 

polarizations are given in Table V. The data are d.ivid,ed into group~ •. Each 

time a critical parameter (snout collimator diameter, bearn energy, etc.) was 

·changed, a new group designation was assigned. Table VI gives the parameters 

characterizing each group as well as target thickness, rms angular resolution, 

and mean scattering energy for each of the experiments within the group. 
. · ... , 

Let us now compare our reswt.s with the predictions of the impulse approx

imation. We make uae of the Harvard unpola.dzed dit'.ferenUa.l cross section 

measurernents for the scattering of protons from carbon and aluminum near 

,j 

90 Mev, 16 and the Harwelllow.;.energy polarization data for carbon and alwninum. 11 

The following expressions relate gn and hn of the nu.cleon .. nucleus scattering· 

matrix (Z.lO) to the quantities measurable at this energy: 

(4.1) 
n 

10 P = g* h + g h• • n n n n 

Here I~ is the nucleon-nucleus unpalarized scattering erose section and P is 

the polarization. 18 It will be seen by referring to Eqs. (Z.lZ) and (Z.l3) that 

g and h enter the expression& for I~ and I~ in different ways. We cannot pre

dict I~ from lh without a .simplifying assumption. In view of the .smallness of 

P at these energies, it is reasonable to assume that f h J 
2 << f g f 

2
• On this 

basis we have, " ·'~' 

16 K. Strauch,and F. Titus (private communication); Gerstein, Niederer, and 

Strauch {private communication). 

17 D' k d 1 h ~ Lo 3/.l(ln·,.) , tc son, Rose, an Sa ter, ?roc. P ys. ~oc. !!2!::._1 . \OJ' .,5:,:~ and pl'ivate 

c()mmunication. 

18• It might be well at this point to underline the mimil.arity between i (T 1 ~and 
P. Both are expectation valu.ea of spin operat:Ors.. They point along the normal 

to the first scattering plane. The same mechanism slvee rise to each of them and 
' .. } 

both are proportional to 10 (g*h + gh*). 
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' '•# Table Ill 

Cross sections, asymmetries, polarizations, etc.; for deuterons elastically 
· scattered £rom lithium, beryllium, carbon, aluminUm, and copper.* 

@ Io e B i(T 11) Tgt 1 Grp 
(degrees) (mb/stera.d) 

Carbon -156 Mev 

9 1557 d: 13 -.010 :t .OlZ +.016 :t: .008 -.017 *' .ozo Cu III 

10 877 :1: 7 +.017 d: .011 -.004 :1: .OlZ +•027 :.1: .017 Al I 

' 11 575 :1: 3 .041 :1: .008 +.007 :1: .006 .062 :l: .013 c ~~ . 
11 575 :1: 8 • 07S : .014 -.008 :t .090 .117 :1: .OZ2 c II ;,,_ 

.;..\ 

14 163 :1: 3 .155 ::1: .021 +.042 :t: .016 .242 :l: ~034 Al I '\ 

17 94.2 :l: 2.1 ·.319 :.1: .022 +.00 1 :t .020 .480 d: .046 c II 

17 103.6 * li..O• .253 :1: .o 11 .480 ::1: .oss c IV 
18 

8~'.0 If: 1. 3 .Z83 :t .028 .426 :t .osz c I 

18 .287 :t: .019 +.019 d: .035 .448 :t .035 Al I l .. 
20 54.7 :1: o.s .332 :t .019 -.004 :t ~014 .499 :t .044 c I 

' ' ' I ' • 

7~ 24 25.9 :t 0.7 .317 :t .035 .495 :1: .058 Al I ·t 
' r'.· 28 12.5 :t0.4 .279 :t .028 • 528 :1: .078 c IV ·:.'' 

Alu.minwn -157 Mev 

8 2514.5 :1: :'2'4 -.033 :1: .021 -.049 :l: .031 c l 
)"·' 12 400 :t: 5 +.225 :t: .012 -.019 :t .012 +.339 :1: .029 c I 

;, 
, . 16 . ' ' ~ . .233 :t: .o 12 -.004 :l: .o 11 .351 :t;· .030 c I 

{ : ~· 242 :t 1 
t·· 16 .205 :t: .o 16 .3ao c .ol3 · Al 1 ,> 

~· ' . 
'.1 ... 18 160 :t 2 .Z26 c .009 .353 •• 020 Al 1 .. \: ' 

' . 20 .281 * .030 +.008 If: .008 . .422 :t .053 c I 
84.6 :1: 1.4 

.. ~ ..... zo .278 :1: .031 .434 :1: .051 Al I 

24 36.6 :1: 0.8 .450 :t .048' .677 :t .085 c I 

28 19.5 :1: 1.0 .454 * .069 .682 :t .134 c I 

32 9.30 = 0.37 .378 :i: .049 .567 d: .083 c 1 

Co~Eer "".157 Mev 

17 201.8 .238 •• 038 +.016 :t: .027 .357 ~ .06Z c II 

17 Z22. 2 .Z31 * .041 +.002 :t .ozs • 389 :1: .097 Cu Ul 

Zl 111 * 6 .299 :1: .053 +.OSZ :t .037 .450 :1: .086 c II 
21 lOS :i: 4 .335 :t .040 +.006 :t .026 .503 ::t: .069 c II 
21 121 :1: 1 .27Z :t: .053 +.061 * .038 .457 :1: .119 Cu III 
25 40.1 :1: 2.3 .384 :f.: .059 +.0 ll :t .04Z .577 = .097 C· II 



® 
(clegtees) 

Io 
(mb/steracJ.) 

Lithium - 1 Z 1 Mev 

zz 44.5 :1: 1.1 

Beryllium - 124 Mev 

14 302. :t: 5 
18 105 c .Z 

Zl 55.5 :t: 1.3 

z6 2.9.7 • 1.1 
·. Carbon ... 1 ZS Mev 

4 12500 !!: zoo 
7 3860 d: zo 

10 1400 :1: zo 
14 

18 

18 

zz 
2.6 

30 

2.75 :1: 7 

130 :1: 4 

130. 3 

77.0 d: 1.9 

37.6 :1: 1.1 

17.9. 0.8 

Carbon - 94 Mev 

4 2.7900.600 

7 4350 d: 40 

10 1770 :f:: zo 
14 452. :1:8 . 

14 438 If:: 8 

18 169 d: 4 

zz 152. :t: 3 

Z6 91.5 :1: 2..5 

30 

34 

47 .o :i: 1.3 

Z4.4 :t: 1.3 

-zo-

Table III contin~ed 

e t(T11) 

.2.11 = .. ozs .410 :f:: .064 

.045 :1: .o 17 .084 :!: .033 

.164 :t: .OZl .310 :i: .OSZ. 

.2.73 :i: .02.4 . .511 :1: .071 

.2.55 :!: .037 .483 :1: .087 

-.016 :t .018 -.031 * .035 

+.033 :i: .019 +.063 * .037 

.• 02.3 :t .014 .• 044 :i: .OZ7 

.l'O 8 :t: .02.4 

.zso •. 032. 

. zzz :1: .ozo 

.ZS6 :t: .OZ7 

.32.3 :1: .031 

.333 :1: .042. 

-.037 :1: .019 

... oss :1: .009 

-.071 •• 009 

-.032. :1: .019 

-.0$9 :1: .o 19 

+.095 :t: .OZ3 

+.099 :1: .ozz 
.131 = .ozs 
.164 :t: .02.8 

.2.53 d: .051 

.2.05 :i: .oso 

.530 * .083 

.42.0 :i: .059 . 

.484 :1: .07 3 

.612. :1: .087 

.631 d: .104 

-.070 :1: .037 

-.104 d: .ozo 
-.135 ;l: .02.3 

... 060 .d: .o 36 

-.130 :t: .038 

+.180 * .048 

+.188 d: .046 

.Z49 :.t: .059 

.311 :t: .06Z 

.480 :1: .110 

UCRL-3399 

Tgt 1 Grp. 

c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

. c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

·c 
c 

VI 

VI 

VI 
Vl 
V:J. 

VI 
VI 

VI 

VI 
VI 

VI' 

VI 
VI' 

VI' 

v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
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Table III continued 

8 to e .i(t11) Tgt Grp. 
(degrees) (mb/ sterad) 

Aluminum ""' 94 Mev 

4 118;000 :t 1,000 +.OZO st: .010 +.038 * .019 c v 
7 6,650 :t: 70 -i082 ::1: .011 -.155 * .026 c v 

10 1,510 ~ 20 -.097 * .016 -.184 = .036 c v 
14 388 = 9 +.012 :1: .023 +.OZZ :!: .044 c v 
18 366 :.1::9 . •.039 * .024 -.074 ::1: .045 c ·v 
.zz ZlZ zl: 5 -.OZO :1: .OZO •.038 :.1:: .04.Z c v 
26 97.4 :1: Z.9 +•105 :f: .029 +.199 d: .059 c v 
30 73.1 * 3.3 +.Zl2 ;~:: .046 +.40 1 :t .096 c v 
34 4Z. 7 z z.s +.170 :!: .060 +.3Z2 :1: .118 c v 

* El: Second-scattering angle in labqratory sy:stem. 

10: Unpolarized differential scattering cross section (lab). Errors quoted are 

due to counting statistics only. The absolute cross section is good to 

about ZOo/o. 

e: Asymmetry. Quoted errors are due to counting statistics only. 

B: Errors due to counting statistics only. See Sect. III-D. 

i (T 11) : Vector-type polariza,tion. .Errors include beam polarization statistics. 

Grp: Group designatibn. Correlates data with those of Table VI. 
~ I 
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Table IV 

. Vaiues of a.. (See Sect. III.-D.) E is the mean scattering energy. The tiret 
scattering was from a copper target. Errors quoted are due to cotmting ata
tistics only. The unpolarized beam is G~p. 1111 and the pf.;larized beam Grp. 
rn. · 

Tgt Z e 0. E (Mev) 

c 90 + .005 = ~010 159 

Cu 17° + .OZ6 :t: .OZ7 157 

· Cu ll0 
- .016 * .038 157 
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. Table V 

Beam· polarizations. Dis the diameter of the snout collimator. 

Tgt 1 

c 

Al 

Cu 

c 

Errors are due to counting statistics only. 

D i (T u) 1 
(in.) 

l 
) 

. 0.333 = .ozz t 
1 0.3ZO :t: .013 ( Grps. I - III 

1 O.Z98 • .OSZ J 

z O.Z64 * .OZ8 Grps. IV - VI' 
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Table Vl 

Par.ameters of the scattering. E is beam ~energy~.· in. Mev; !ntens. is beam 
be~m intensity in deuterons_p~r S4CQ,lild; Dis diam.o£ snout .collimator; tis 
th1ckness of second target; E u _mean sc:attering energy; AO is rms angular 
resolution. 

Grp. 

I 

u 

Ill 

III' 

IV 
v 

Vl 

Vl1 

E 
(Mev) 

165 ~ Z.6 

165 • 3.4 

165 • 3.1 

165 s z.s 

160 ::1: s.s 
100 :!: 5.9 

133 • 4.5 

Intens. 
(d'•/sec) 

8 X 104 

4 8 X 10 .· 

4 X 104 

---
-5 X 10 5 

8 X 104 

.5 X 10 4 

133 ::t: 4.5 5 X 104 

D 
(in.) 

1 

1 

1. 

1 
~ 

z 
·Z 

.z 

Tgt 1 

CandAl 

c 

Cu 

~ c 
c 

c 

c 

Tgt Z ~-l>:J. ; 2 E 
(gf~All· ) (Mev) 

c z • .zs 156 

Al Z.57 156 

c 1.59 159 

Cu Z~83 157· 

c 1.59 159 

Cu .Z.83 157 

c 1.59 159 

Cu Z.83 157 

c z.zs 151· - 1.00 94 ..... 

A1 l.Z9 .94 

Li 2.83 1Zl 

Be Z.1Z 124 

c 1.00 1Z8 

c z.oo 1Z4 

A<!l 
· (degre.es) 

0.91 

1.13 

0.83 

1.46 

0.83 

1.46 

0.83 

1.46 

l.ZO 

l.Zl 

1.45 

. l.ZZ 

1.18 

1.11 

l.Z6 . 
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/ ... \ z 
Id (K) = 4 f (K) \_! } In (K) • 
0 \ ~'o l 0 

(4.Z) 

~ 

This appears as the $olid curve in Figs.~2 and 3 (upper). Using this expres-

sion for I~, we obtain i (T 11) in t~rms of the nu.cleon pola'rization P for the 

same momentwn transfer K a.s 

1 (kd \ Z sin 8d 
4 ·~l sin 6n· 

. n' 
P(K). (4.3) 

The results of this calculation appear as the triangular points in Figs~ Z and 

3 (lower)~ 

The agreement is quantitatively poor. The theory predicts that i (T 11) ':' 
(3)-l/Z times the polarization for nucleons at half the deuteron energy. Proton 

polari?..ations are notoriously sma~l below 95 Mev, whereas i. (T11) beco~es 
respectably large at large scattertng angles. The values of 1 (T 11\ at Z4 and 

o · . -1/Z . I Z8 for alunnnum at 157 Mev are near (Z) , which is the maxtmum value 

attainable if (T zt) = 0. . .. 
Nor is there qualitative agreement. Since P should vary as sin 6 for small 

6, the theory does no~ predic't the observed change o£ sign of i (T 11 ) at small 
1 

19 zo . . . d . 
angles. • The observed and predtcted values of Iq for carbon. seem to run par.-

~ :&;ll:elt;{·~, to each other at small angles. At larger angles the observed values fall 

off much less rapidly than the predicted. The same sort of behavior is observed 

with aluminum. 

It is intere-sting to plot i (T 11) in such a way as to facilitate the comparison 

of our results at different energies and for different target nuclei. In Fig. 9 we 

· have £aired a smooth curve through the experimental values, using as abscissa 

the value. of the momentum transfer times the cube root of the target mass number. 
. . 

19 
It ie not likely that this rapid fall of i (T 11) as 8 decreases is due to Coulomb 

·· scattering. The cross -section data from Harvard .indicate that Coulomb scattering 

becomes important at angles much smaller than any at which we have made measure.<.:.·.

mente. 

ZO W. Heckrotte, Phys. Rev. 101, 1406 (1955). 
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It is seen that there is a good deal of similarity between the curves. The rapid 

fall-off of i ~TJ 1 ) is. a quite consistent feaht.re, and is centered in aU cases 

around K A l/ = Z. The lowering of the energy from 156 to 94 Mev seems to 

result in a general depression of i (r 1 V • 
The reason £or the disparity between the theoretical and experimental 

.results is not known. It is unlikely that the trouble can be traced to multiple 

colliSions of a single nucleon within the target nucleus, since we have used 

empirically derived nucleon amplitudes in ou.r calculations. Professor Malvin 

A. Ruderman has attempted to use the presence of D·state in the deuteron wave 

function to explain the change o£ sign of the polarization at small angles, with 

very little success so far. lt is possible that inclusion in the theory of the 

possibility for simultaneous scattering of both nucleons of the deuteron would 
' lead to enhancement of the large-angle cross section and polarization. There 

. itt one other refinement of the impulse approximation, which ie suggested by 

the. following observations • An imaginary part is usually included in the nucleon· 

nucleus p9tential. This is used to describe the effect of inelastic events in which 

.the target nucleus is left in an excited state. We would expect to find, in the 

·equivalent deuteron-nucleus potential. an additional imaginary part describing 

inelastic events in which the deuteron was dissociat.ed. The impulse approx

imation does not seem to predict this feature. The inclusion of the attenuation 

·Of the deuteron wave by this sort of stripping reaction as the wave traverses 

the target nucleus should also lead to enhancement of the large-angle polarization. 

Although the. consideration of these two effects should operate to reduce the 

difference between theory and experiment, we do not know whether it results · 

in quantitative agreement. Indeed, it is very unlikely that we can, by this means, 
I . 

explain the small-angle change of the elgn of the polarization. 
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APPENDIX . 

Effect of a Magnetic Field on the Deuteron Spin State 

The fringing field of the cyclotron and the field of ~he bending magnet, as 

they are parallel to the normal of the first scattering plane, do not affect the 

value ·Of .i (T 11) characterizing the beam. Theee .fields do, however, produce 

a tni,Ung of the (T ZM) . Two factors contribute to this effect. 

1. The (T ztvU 1 which result from the first scattering are refe:rre_d to a 

set of coordinates having z axis along iu• whereas we must refer them to 

coordinates having z axis along Jizi--the direction in which the beam actually 

enters the cave. 

Z. The effect of the magnetic field on the spins themselves is to rotate 

... the pdn~ipal axes of the tensor (si sj .>. •' . 
These two effects produce the same result on the (T ZM) , but in opposite 

directions and with different magnitudes. 

If we call that (T ZM) resulting fr.om the first scattering and referred to 

a z axis along ilf simply (T ZM) and that ( T ZM) entering the cave and referred. 

to a z axis along ~i (T ZM)'• then 

<T \' = ( 1/Z) sin Z ). Zl/ · 

·where \ = (fJ. - 1) 11• 

p, = + 0.85647 =deuteron magnetic moment, in nuclear magnetons. and 

1"1 =the total angular deflection o£ the beam, considered positive when 
< • .; 

directed opposite to the normal,-~, to the first-scattering plane. 

In this experiment 11 = 39~5° and ~ = - 5.67°. 

(A.l) 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Celebrated figure· showing plan view of cyclotron and path· of polarized beam. 

~. Scattering of 156-Mev deuterons from carbon. Upper curve: cross section; 

~ower curve: vector polarization. Triangular 'points and solid curve are· 

predictions from proton data. 

,,.f. I 

' . ...;. 

3. Scattering of 157 -Mev deuterons from aluminum •. Upper curve: cross section; 

iower curve: vector polarization. Triangular points and solid curve are 

predictions from proton data. 

4. Scattering of 157-Mev deuterons from copper. Upper curve: cross section;, 

lower curve: vector polarization. 

5. Scattering of 124-Mev deuterons from beryllium.· Upper. curve: cross section; 

lower curve: ·vector polarization. 

6. Scattering of 125-Mev deuterons from carbon. Upper curve: cross section; 

lower curve: vector polarization. 

7. Scattering' of 94-Mev deuterons from carbon. Upper curve: cross section; 

lower curve: vector polarization • 

.S. Scattering of 94-Mev deuterons from aluminlim. Upper cl.irvei cross section; 

lower curve: vector polarization. 
. . 1~ 1 ~~ 

9. Composite of all i (T 
11

) data. plotted against KA · · . :: Zk sin! 8, A · • 

The number following the element symbol is the mean scattering energy in 

Mev. 
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